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Coffee!!!!.... Take a deep breathâ€¦ Can You smell it?? Right, Just the name itself refreshes us Isâ€™nt it?
What does Coffee mean to you? A break from work, Time off to replay the beautiful memories
youâ€™ve had with your special one, A sip of warmth, Well For most of us, there is nothing like a good
cup of coffee to help unwind from the daily grind. When you love it so much, investing in a Coffee
Maker is surely worth the deal.

Today, there are many Coffee makers available in the market. Branded, Unbranded, just about
many. Choosing the right one is surely a task. Well, I can share some tips to choose the right one.
Check for the Capacity, No. of cups at a time, Steam Control, Glass quality, Warning Platform and
Of course the Warranty on the product. The pioneer in Coffee Makers is Bajaj Coffee Maker. The
model no. CEX 10 Black is a boon to Coffee lovers. It can make 6 Cups of Strong Brew at a time.
The Coffee Maker fills two Cups simultaneously. Has a Hardened Glass Carafe. With pre heating
warning platform it has a â€œBrew Readyâ€• and â€œSteamâ€• indicator. Love the moustache that comes when
you sip the froth of Coffee?? Well, yes this coffee maker has a frother facilitating milk frothing too.
Priced at Rs. 3349/- but steal the deal by shopping Online at just Rs. 2899/- at
www.homeskyshop.com. The Set is highly durable and can serve many generations.

Bajaj also has one more model Majesty CEX 7.Its ideal for 4 to 6  Cups of Coffee and it has a Turbo
system for Cappuccino. This also has a capacity of 500ml.

Coffee has health benefits too. Caffeine increases intellectual activity when fatigued or bored.
Caffeine prevents crystallization of cholesterol and reduces risk of development of gallstones.
Caffeine speeds up fat metabolism during exercise. Coffee has four times the anti-oxidants of Green
Tea, makes an excellent anti-depressant, and enhances performance and memory. Coffee lessens
the incidence of bladder cancer in smokers due to its diuretic effect. Well, there are many more
benefits of drinking Coffee but Of course moderately. The key is quantity and quality. Bajaj Coffee
maker has 1 year Manufacturer Warranty. You can choose from two colors White and Black.
Beware, of the similar looking Coffee makers, Imported as they claim. The Home maker will surely
love the experience of making coffee from the Bajaj Coffee Maker. Imagine, 6 Cups of Coffee
steaming in the Tray in seconds, Wow!!! Its fun beating Coffee but not every time.But trust me itâ€™s
surely more fun seeing the Bajaj Coffee Maker brew it for you. Drink Coffee- espresso yourself!
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